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Re: 1971 C10 Mechanical gearbox variants I changed to T5s before. I wouldn't put it behind a built 350 (or torque 292 if you plan not to drag it around and do a baby plan of it). I write that being built in quotes is not necessarily because it is built, but usually people who relate to their built one or another that also usually love to do burnout ... T5s are not made
for this, I don't care what our Mustang buddies say. The only advantage of Camaro trans is the input shaft, i.e. there is no need for a spacer plate. But then you have the extra cost of finding the tail shaft of housing from the S10, which often means buying just an extra trance - because they get a little harder to find, like everyone else, and their brother makes
this swap. If you have a Camaro trance, then sure. Or, if you have an S10 tailshaft - then sure, too, makes sense and the best of both worlds for ease of installation. Strength-wise, the Camaro box is not necessarily stronger. WC and non-WC trans were available in both Camaro and S10. WC is stronger and has some bearings on the countershaft, if I
remember - but it's still not a strong trance, if you're planning on more than one burnout - I personally wouldn't put it in a full-size truck with a V8 (although I kinda did it in my little SWB 66) As Tim suggested, I'd stick to the 700R4 as well, personally - I guess it solves your desire not to hear your gears scream - close to the same o/d ration, as other I got lucky
with my T5, had a WC from the S10 and had a mech speedo drive - pretty much as good as it gets when scrounging used T5 - was a replacement meeting search. But you never know what you'll get for sure if you really rip it apart to check it out. I did this only because the random section of the bolt in the aluminum and shavings got into the box in the heli-coil
setup. Spirit. But like I said, I put it in a tiny 66 swb and babied it -- so he did well in this scenario, - but I knew I wouldn't be towing anything, and I'm old enough that burnout isn't my bag anymore (well, OK, not really, I'm just afraid of chewing my trance...) Here's a link to the swap if you're still interested (i.e. if we haven't successfully dissuaded you from it yet) -
this is for 66, but the same applies to others. EDIT: another note - you only have to use the Camaro S10 changer on the Camaro tailshaft hosuing - it has a built-in can or turn in the mounting train and the stick has a kink in it in order to make it come up right through the console's offset opening in Camaro. So even if you use the Camaro main gearbox, and the
S10 tailshaft shelter - use the S10 shift as well (or that I mean a shifter designed to Lokar makes a great stick that fits well into the Hurst shift setup - round stick etc. if you don't want a flat Hirst stick, then just stick it (so to speak). Choose Select Carefully though, if you have buckets - you need to plan for a clearance seat. The latter, edited by Jocko; 04-28-
2016 at 5:54 PM Page 2 04-25-2016, 08:56 AM #1 Registered User Joining Date: October 2013 Location: Amarillo, Texas Messages: 46 Frame Mounts for Pontiac Hi, among my projects I have a 1969 GMCB SW W/305 V6. In an attempt to make a cooler truck I scored a low run of the Pontiac 400. Since the GMC once used the Pontiac V8s, I felt it was the
perfect and appropriate upgrade. Once upon a time I read or was told that there is a side engine mount frame to make this factory look set. Does anyone know the source of this grief? My goal is to make the plant look set down to bring to the emissions of the stickers, just the reason. THANX, Roger No 64 Chevy Suburban / Carryall 4x4 72 C10 Highlander
LWB 34 Chevy 5 Wdo Street Rod 64 Corvette Roadster w / AC 78 TransAm WS6 78 GMC Jimmy 2WD slammed SOLD SOLD! 04-25-2016, 10:44 AM #2 Registered User Join Date: Sep 2011 Location: Ark City, Kansas Posts: 2582 Re: Frame Mounts for Pontiac I have ideas about plant mounts, but need to know in what year Pontiac 400 you have, or how
many motor holes of the mounts on each side of the block ... 04-25-2016, 04:44 PM #3 Registered User Join Date: December 2009 Location: bisbee, Arizona Messages: 1511 Re: Frame mounts for Pontiac 69 and rear engines have two engine mount holes on each side of the unit, 70 or later, usually five holes on each side of the unit. and on 70 or later
blocks.... usually all five holes are drilled and bolted. On some of the later engines some holes are not drilled and tapped as a cost-cutting measure. If your unit is 70 and later engine you have the advantage of two engine attachment options. which will come in handy if you have to fab up a set of frames mounts. Your task is not complicated in any way, but it
will be interesting. Good luck 04-25-2016, 06:21 PM #4 Registered User Join Date: July 2010 Location: MD Messages: 1,937 Re: Frame Mounts for Pontiac Mike nailed it on the blocks. Hopefully you have 1970 and up with five holes so you can use three hole opening F-body fasteners, which is the way to go if I remember right. 1969 c-10 Step side long
bed. I-6 250cid - 1969 Pontiac GTO hard top. 400, 4-speed. 04-28-2016, 05:50 PM #5 Registered User Join Date: October 2013 Location: Amarillo, Texas Messages: 46 Re: Frame Mounts for Pontiac Thank you guys for feedback. My unit is 76 from 65K to one owner. Bonneville was driven by a little old woman for 10 years and then just parked Mother
Nature has done its thing with the old four-door, but I'm betting on a good engine. 64 Chevy Suburban / Carryall 4x4 72 C10 Highlander LWB 34 Chevy 5 WDO Street Rod 64 Corvette Roadster w / AC 78 TransAm WS6 78 GMC Jimmy 2WD slammed SOLD! 04-28-2016, 08:33 #6 Registered user user Date: July 2010 Location: MD Messages: 1,937 Re:
Frame mounts for Pontiac Nice. One thing about those 400 units. Mid-1975 and up (#500577) are easy debt blocks with thin basic cobwebs. No biggie unless you plan on clicking for 450 hp or so. Must have a good 6X head with big valves and screw in the studs though. 1969 c-10 Step side long bed. I-6 250cid - 1969 Pontiac GTO hard top. 400, 4-speed.
As long as there are pickup trucks on the road, there will be people turning them into hot rods. I remember back in the 90's when the sports truck scene was coming out of the ground and you saw a new kind of enthusiast emerge. During this time, the sports truck was more focused around the new trucks on the road. Tons of 88-98 Chevy trucks, 94-up S10s,
and the new 99-up Silverados were all king at the time. Ford and Dodge share a bit of space, but their designs of that era simply defy, and to what was considered popular. I noticed that it started to slowly faze around the mid-2000s and give way to include all the different truck options. Basically the sports truck scene merged with the rest of the hot rod
culture and we started seeing a lot of guys building more pro-tour rigs rather than bags and slapped trucks form just a few years before. Today, trucks of all models, models and years are hotter than ever. Once the LS engine became mainstream and abundantly cheap, and the performance suspension guys jumped on board, there was no reason to believe
that the truck could not be as competitive as any muscle car. The square body of Chevy trucks from the 73-87 era has really seen a surge in popularity over the last few years as more guys looking for a lot on the project have found them easily accessible and easy to work with. We started to see more demand for development parts in this era of trucks and
as a response we started to build some specific elements to help in the field of transfer swaps. With the help of our own 1986 GMC shop truck Sandy Rose, we set off to find out what we could build that best suited to this market. Sandy Rose is a bit redneck, but she has exquisite tastes. When we first purchased Sandy Rose, it was a Southern Survivor truck,
a factory equipped with a very common 305 V-8 and TH350 transmission. Since it was completely rust free and primed for good to do over we decided to fall into the LS3 box and the new Tremec TKO600. In that this truck was a factory automatically we had to provide a clutch pedal to transform more. We quickly realized that this would not be an easy or
inexpensive task. An online search showed that there was no one building after-sales pedal and our best bet would be to buy a second-hand, rusty, worn set from Ebay for $350! It was the first moment. and making a decision In the development of our new clutch pedal conversion kit. As soon as we broke it, we found that GM basically made the same brake
pedal support bracket for all trucks, but added on the extra part that carried the clutch pedal. Knowing this, we could create the same type of scenario to easily convert any automatic truck into a manual. The clutch pedal conversion kit we've finished with gives you the option of either welding or bolting on the new clutch pedal carrier for any existing automatic
brake pedal carrier. The clutch pedal kit includes everything you need to transform. The clutch pedal, bracket, equipment, bushes, pedal pads, and even a new metal pad to pedal the brakes if you decide not to cut it. The beauty of this conversion kit lies in the ease of installation and the ability to use it for any hand-configured gear. If you save a margin of 3 or
4 speeds with a mechanical connection or going all out to make Tremec Magnum upgrades with hydraulics, this kit will work. In addition to the clutch pedal kit, we have also developed a hydraulic convert package for the main cylinder. This hydraulics pack also works with any OE clutch pedal kit as well so if you are already tuned up with a clutch pedal you
can still upgrade to a hydraulic clutch designed specifically for your truck rather than universally tuned up. If you're a solid core square body guy you already know this, but these pieces will also fit the full size of Blazers and Suburbs altogether until 1991. Be sure to check out our cross dick for C10 as well. This is a great addition for any transfer swap you can
do. Do. 67-72 c10 manual transmission swap. chevy c10 manual transmission swap. chevy c10 manual to automatic transmission swap. c10 ls swap manual transmission. 69 c10 manual to automatic transmission swap
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